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The Middle East at its most magnificent.

Welcome to the luxurious world of The Emirates Travel Collection, by Venue & Concept.

We are a dedicated team of professionals who have handpicked the finest experiences in the 
Emirates, enticing you to visit and explore this inspiring land and stay in the most beautiful and 
exclusive hotels selected to create memories that last.

Our personalised approach is second-to-none and assures you of a seamless service, tailor-made 
by consultants who share a passion for travel to the Emirates, who understand your wishes and by 
doing so, achieve your most ideal vacation.

In the new norms of travels and with your peace of mind as our utmost priority, our partners have 
raised the level even further. The minute you arrive at the Airport to your choice of accommodation; 
sanitation, safety and security for all the portfolios in this collection are absolutely considered.

So please accept our invitation to explore these pages and these places where our hearts and minds 
reside.



Dining

Coya
Atelier M
Nusreet
Pierchic
Zuma
Thiptara 

Activities

Balloon Adventures
Helicopter Experience
Seawings Experience
Yas Marina Circuit
Yacht Experience
La Perle by Dragone
Louvre Abu Dhabi
Qasr Al Watan Abu Dhabi

Desert & Wildlife Reserve Resorts

Al Maha, a Luxury Collection Desert Resort and Spa
Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara, Abu Dhabi
Jumeirah Al Wathba Desert Resort & Spa, Abu Dhabi
 Anantara Sir Baniyas Island, Abu Dhabi

Hotels & Resorts

Armani Dubai
Fairmont The Palm, Dubai
Four Seasons Resort Dubai at Jumeirah 
Four Seasons Hotel Dubai International Financial Centre
Manzil Downtown Dubai
One & Only Royal Mirage Dubai
One & Only The Palm Dubai
The Address Boulevard Dubai
The Address Downtown Dubai
The Palace Downtown Dubai
Rosewood Abu Dhabi
The Oberoi Resort Al Zorah
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ARMANI DuBAI – City Hotel, Luxury 5 Star

The hotel is the realisation of the designer’s long-held dream to bring his signature style to life in the most complete way 
and offer guests the exceptional Stay with Armani experience, defined by pure elegance, simplicity and sophisticated 
comfort.

Soaring high above 
Downtown Dubai, the iconic 
Burj Khalifa is home to Armani 
Hotel Dubai, the world’s first 
hotel by Giorgio Armani.
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Located on the Palm Jumeirah, the world’s largest man-made island shaped in the form of a palm tree, Fairmont The Palm 
is the perfect luxurious family resort in Dubai that offers lavish rooms and suites with modern décor and Arabic touches 
overlooking the Arabian Gulf and the Dubai Skyline.

FAIRMONT THE PALM – Resort, 5 star
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 FOuR SEASONS RESORT DuBAI AT JuMEIRAH BEACH – Resort, Luxury 5 Star

Our beachside resort is a traveller’s playground, with the waters of the Arabian Gulf on one side and Dubai’s iconic
cityscape on the other. Dine alongside views of the Burj Khalifa at sunset at our open-air Mercury Lounge, join us on an
adventure of a lifetime in the desert, or simply spend the afternoon relaxing poolside in your private cabana.
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FOuR SEASONS HOTEL DuBAI INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE – City Hotel, Luxury 5 Star

A boutique-style sanctuary located in the heart of dynamic Dubai, Four Seasons Hotel DIFC offers you an intimate home 
away from home, designed for both relaxation and productivity with exceptional Four Seasons service. Take in stunning 
city views from our glass-enclosed rooftop pool, join the city’s elite for a night to remember at Luna Sky Bar, and retreat to 
our modern suites for the rest you need. 

Located in the Old Town District of Downtown Dubai, the 4-star Manzil Downtown , a 10-minute walk from Dubai Mall and 
Burj Khalifa, combines traditional Arabesque architecture with contemporary design.

MANZIL DOWNTOWN DuBAI – City Hotel, 4 Star Boutique
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ONE & ONLY ROYAL MIRAGE DuBAI – Resort, Luxury 5 Star

Gleaming in the vibrant heart of New Dubai, enveloped in a kilometre of private beach and luxuriant gardens, One&Only 
Royal Mirage is a sanctuary of old-world splendour where indulgence and relaxation gloriously combine.
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Crowning Dubai’s sandy archipelago is an elegant retreat sought by the world’s most discerning travellers – One&Only The 
Palm. Pristine sands lapped by azure waters inspire deep calm, while the glittering cityscape beckons. Here, in Dubai’s 
most intimate beachfront resort, amid lush terraced gardens every desire is anticipated and every expectation exceeded 
with the renowned warmth of traditional Arabian hospitality.

ONE & ONLY THE PALM DuBAI – Resort, Luxury 5 Star

As the most sophisticated expression of a city lifestyle resort, Address Boulevard is a new, aspirational standard of 
hospitality. Building upon the stellar reputation of Address Hotels + Resorts, it provides an experience of luxury and service 
excellence that is second to none.

THE ADDRESS BOuLEVARD DuBAI – City Hotel, Luxury 5 Star
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An award-winning, iconic flagship hotel and a veritable landmark of luxury situated in the very centre of Downtown Dubai, 
Address Downtown, which stands tall near Burj Khalifa and The Dubai Mall, is a haven for connoisseurs of refined 
indulgence.

THE ADDRESS DOWNTOWN DuBAI – City Hotel, Luxury 5 Star

Poised along the banks of Burj Lake, looking up at Burj Khalifa and featuring vintage architecture reminiscent of a traditional 
Arabian palace, Palace Downtown is an exemplary luxury destination and an ode to Arabian heritage.  From award-winning 
contemporary dining with captivating views to a sumptuous abundance of traditional delicacies served in an elegant 
setting, Palace Downtown delivers delight to everyone with a taste for something different

THE PALACE DOWNTOWN DuBAI – City Hotel, Luxury 5 Star
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Inspired by the glistening Arabian Gulf, this ultra-modern luxury hotel features spacious guestrooms along with round-the-
clock personalised butler service. Relish stunning views of the turquoise waterfront, as you discover a full spectrum of 
dining destinations and world-class amenities.

ROSEWOOD ABu DHABI – City Hotel, Luxury 5 Star THE OBEROI RESORT AL ZORAH – Resort, Luxury 5 Star

The Oberoi Beach Resort, Al Zorah has been thoughtfully designed as a retreat where you can switch off and take time 
out. Sophisticated contemporary architecture, wide open spaces and a natural palette harmonise with panoramic ocean 
vistas and long white sand beaches.



DESERT & WILDLIFE 
RESERVE RESORTS
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Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa is a luxurious Bedouin encampment in the desert, 45 minutes from Dubai. Built to be a
conservation-led resort and situated on a total of 225 square kilometres pristine desert landscape, Al Maha is home to
42 private guest suites and a boardroom for 120 guests. 

AL MAHA, A LuxuRY COLLECTION DESERT RESORT & SPA, DuBAI

Diverse wildlife and desert activities including camel trekking and desert safaris ensure exceptional experiences for every 
guest whilst the Timeless Spa serves the guest with a truly rejuvenating and relaxing experience.
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QASR AL SARAB DESERT RESORT BY ANANTARA, ABu DHABI

Here you can embrace the captivating charm of age-old traditions combined with comfortable modern facilities. And all the 
while being surrounded by the spectacular, ever-changing desert landscape.

Located in the spectacular Liwa Desert, just 90 minutes from Abu Dhabi, Anantara Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort blends
traditional desert culture with signature luxury. Immerse yourself in tranquil serenity as you unwind in the unsurpassed 
comfort of sumptuous rooms, suites and villas in the palatial surroundings of Anantara Spa.
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QASR AL SARAB DESERT RESORT BY ANANTARA, ABu DHABI

Feel like an adventurer exploring the desert atop a camel or simply unwind and relax by the pool. Indulge in limitless 
options in this luxurious hideaway offering a range of leisure activities including dune bashing in a 4x4, sand biking, camel 
trekking and falconry all at hand.
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Deep within the desert landscape of Abu Dhabi, Jumeirah Al Wathba Desert Resort & Spa is an intimate retreat suffused
with natural beauty and serene tranquility. 

JuMEIRAH AL WATHBA DESERT RESORT & SPA, ABu DHABI

With a distinct Talise Spa as the hallmark of the hotel experience, guest can rebalance their equilibrium and embark on an 
individual wellness journey.



 ANANTARA SIR BANIYAS ISLAND, ABu DHABI

Explore the island and observe oryx and gazelles 
crisscrossing the savannah, try mountain biking over 
rugged terrain or snorkelling on the bountiful reefs. After 
an action packed day, savour the finest international 
cuisine or unwind at Anantara Spa.



ACTIVITIES
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BALLOON ADVENTuRES

So close, yet so far from the glitz and the glamour of the city of Dubai - a magic carpet ride over an endless ocean of sand 
dunes, emerald green oases, oryx, gazelles and wandering camels. 

Witness a breathtaking sunrise with the backdrop of the majestic Hajjar Mountains and be welcomed by the warmth of the 
desert people we chance to meet on landing. A promise of adventure just a 30-minute drive from Burj Khalifa!
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HELICOPTER ExPERIENCE

Enjoy bird’s eye views of the exciting city of Dubai on board a luxury HeliDubai helicopter. You’ll feel like a rock star soaring 
over the beautiful Arabian Gulf coastline, and with the tailored and exclusive helicopter service, you can get an aerial scenic 
tour of the iconic Palm, the Burj Al Arab and Burj Khalifa! Prepare to be exhilarated.  
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SEAWINGS ExPERIENCE

Let Seawings Seaplane Tours take you on a magical journey across the ever-changing skyline of Dubai. Gently take off 
from the pristine waters of the Gulf and effortlessly ascend to spectacular views with five star service on every flight.

Seawings delivers a once-in-a-lifetime luxury aerial experience the New York Times says is, “The number one thing to do 
in Dubai.”
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YAS MARINA CIRCuIT

Located on Yas Island, Abu Dhabi, the Yas Marina Circuit is the united Arab Emirates’ most exciting sporting and 
entertainment venue.

Experience Drag and Yas Track Nights, the thrill of karting in Kartzone or driving an Aston Martin GT4 at over 200km/hour 
on an F1 circuit. Yas Marina Circuit is truly “The Meeting Place of Champions”.
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YACHT ExPERIENCE

Experience an exquisite cruise on board a luxurious yacht and discover the modern marvels of the city from an another 
perspective. 

This 3-4 hour cruise covers all the hot spots around the palm and also provide an ample amount of time for swimming at 
designated areas.
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LA PERLE BY DRAGONE

La Perle by Dragone is the region’s first permanent show, featuring 65 world-class artists. Created by world-renowned Artistic Director Franco Dragone and brought to  Dubai by Al Habtoor Group, La Perle 
combines the spirit of Dubai with an iconic aqua-stage to deliver an unmissable spectacle in, on and above water.
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LOuVRE ABu DHABI

The museum is designed as a “seemingly floating dome structure”; its web-patterned dome allowing the sun to filter 
through. The overall effect is meant to represent “rays of sunlight passing through date palm fronds in an oasis”.
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QASR AL WATAN ABu DHABI

Qasr Al Watan is more than a palace, it is a unique testament to the spirit of the united Arab Emirates’ people and its 
leaders. 

The Palace invites the world to share our culture, knowledge and inspiring journey. Qasr Al Watan is more than just a 
palace, it is an enriching interactive journey in a contemporary setting that reveals and reflects on governance, knowledge 
and craftsmanship.



DINING
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COYA

A trace of Incan heritage and Latin American Lifestyle makes its way to the Middle East. The London award-winning brand 
brings an exceptional, multi-dimensional experience to Dubai.

The destination Pisco Lounge offers guests a truly genuine experience with an authentic, buzzing ambience with a vast 
range of home-made pisco infusions.
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ATELIER M

This unique place in Dubai Marina on the top 3 floors of Pier 7 is the ideal spot to spend an unforgettable moment in 
Dubai, offering a restaurant as well an amazing Art Deco-inspired lounge and a Rooftop terrace with impeccable service 
and elegant atmosphere.

This intimate restaurant with seamless terrace for inside-out dining, is buzzing with energy. 
The casual service is highly personal and involving.The founder, a master butcher for over 20 years, Nusret Gokce 
personally selects each and every cut of meat served in the restaurant, the master grillers complete the magic on the 
charcoal grill.

NuSREET
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Situated at the end of the pier at the esteemed Al Qasr Hotel with captivating views across the Arabian Gulf, Pierchic offers 
a stunning ‘over-the-water’ dining experience unparalleled within the Emirate.
The Mediterranean Seafood menu sets the standard with an enchanting culinary offering inspired by the world’s oceans, 
with fresh catch and sustainably sourced produce delivered to the restaurant daily.

PIERCHIC ZuMA 

Zuma Dubai is located in the international financial centre, at the heart of the city. Enjoy contemporary Japanese cuisine in 
the vicinity of the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa.
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THIPTARA

A jewel adorning the shores of Burj Lake, Thiptara evokes the mystery and intrigue of Thailand like never before. An elegant 
and intimate space, it serves traditional Royal Thai cuisine with an emphasis on Bangkok-style seafood.



“Ma’a Salama” 

We hope you have enjoyed touring the pages of this brochure, and glimpsing the possibilities that are waiting 
to welcome you, to grant your every wish with modern elegance and ancient promise. We entreat you to visit 
our website now, so that soon you will come to share the places we love and we may reverse our farewell with 
our hello… 
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